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About Our International Academic Conference








Academic conferences are a part of the scientific community that cannot be replaced. That is a reason why conferences are being conducted even during a pandemic, online, of course. These conferences are a platform for knowledge-sharing among peers. They also encourage and challenge intellectual minds to strive for excellence.

Texila World Conference provides you with the opportunity to learn about other research in your area and to share your work. All this, in an easy-to-access online platform. During your time at TWCS, you will find:

	Researchers, administrators, or managers
	Academic staff or faculty advisors
	Students engaged in research or practice of peer support
	Scientists of various disciplines


Join Texila’s 9th International Academic Conference, showcase your work, interact with like-minded people, and gain valuable knowledge.
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Why Texila e-Conference

We provide a digital platform that connects thought provoking leaders, renowned speakers, and fellow researchers to exchange knowledge. Get inspired from the comforts of your place!





Showcasing Skills
Conferences act as a platform to share research work. Attract global audience, SME’s, and academicians with your presentation.








Knowledge Upgrade
Insights and opinions vary with people. You can learn from the greatest minds of the world when attending an academic conference of a global scale. 










Community Building
It’s no surprise that we can achieve more together. Academic conferences like TWCS allow you to socialize with the global research community and build yourself a circle of valuable peers. 








Career Growth
Conferences help you widen your research activity and help you grow in your career. You can also get the exposure necessary to work for corporations, governments, and other bodies.













Why Attend





Learning


Learn from the best in your field by attending TWCS. You can also construct and sharpen your perspective on the recent developments by assessing, evaluating, and assimilating the ideas presented by different academic personalities.










Virtual


Because of the virtual mode of delivery, you can take a refreshing break from your regular academic schedule without missing out on academic responsibilities. TWCS is a great platform to achieve the results mentioned above.












Networking


TWCS provides your opportunities to meet and communicate with fellow researchers, attendees, and experts from your field. It can also help you widen your knowledge and allow you to exchange views, create new relationships, learn new things, and develop understanding.










Publication


Attending TWCS increases your chances of publishing and indexing your work.

















Who to Attend






Research Scholars






Professionals/Academicians






Delegates






Industrialists






Educators








Post Graduate Students






Under Graduate Students






Government Officials






Technology Experts






Editorial Board Members & Reviewers














Trusted hands behind us Our Sponsors

































The people who have trusted us so far






	
				

What an excellent program! It was simply great in terms of networking and interactive in nature. I learnt a lot and was highly inspired too. Exhibited remarkable training skills on research writing. Keep on going!




Ego okam


Master in Nursing




	



	
				

The e-conference was very educative. I was able to interact with other researchers and learn from them. It was a good academic exercise for people who love research like me. I encourage other scholars to participate next e-conference.




Ike Tandoh


PhD In Management




	



	
				

The E-conference was quite interesting and I am happy, I participated in the conference. It afforded me the opportunity to read other people’s work and also learn new idea through the discussions and reading other people’s comment




Geethamma Jolly


Master in Nursing




	



	
				

It was a great experience sharing my research work in an international platform. The coordination of the team to conduct such a huge conference is appreciable. I would definitely like to be part of the conference in the coming year too.




Nanditha Mishra


Master in Nursing




	



	
		

	

		













	     


	
		

TWCS Academic Conference 2023

Texila e-conference is an initiative by TAU to provide digital platform to the academic scholars, researchers and industry leaders for discussing challenges and opportunities, identify upcoming trends and impart valuable knowledge.
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